Audio Engineer

- Be a part of Australia’s independent national broadcaster
- $73K - $87K p.a. + choice of 15.4% super
- South Bank, Brisbane Location

About ABC Radio
The ABC is the independent home of Australian conversations, Australian culture, and Australian stories. ABC Radio provides local, national and international content on linear, digital and online platforms across Australia. It offers the most compelling content for the broadest radio audience in the country, and delivers it with confidence, creativity and efficiency.

About the Role
ABC Radio is seeking an experienced Audio Engineer to record, enhance, mix and transmit audio content on multiple platforms. For Spoken Operations, you will;
- Engineer live transmission and complex built programs as well as record events outside of the ABC and deliver outside broadcasts
- Provide high level technical support for digital and analogue equipment including digital workstations
- Deliver sophisticated and complex mix skills to studio produced content and outside events
- Act as first point of contact for audio issues for broadcast and online audio
- Liaise with producers and broader content teams in planning and coordinating productions
- Deliver training in basic field recording, DAW ingest, track layout and editing

About You
You’re an audio engineer expert with a solid understanding of radio production processes and technologies.
You’ll also be able to demonstrate;
- A keen interest in and ability to adapt to new technology, including video
- Experience in planning and prioritising projects and tasks, working to strict deadlines
- Accomplished working knowledge of computer based systems for broadcasting and editing
- Excellent communication and interpersonal skills

For an overview of the role, please refer to the position description: Audio Engineer - PD.pdf

Applications must be uploaded via abc.net.au/careers

For further information contact Thomas Hall, Manager Spoken Operations on (02) 8333 1359

Applications Close: 20 August 2017

Recruitment Agency applications will not be accepted.

The ABC strives for equity and diversity in the workplace, and to promote a culture of opportunity. Through its services the ABC seeks to represent, connect and engage with all of the Australian community. In line with our focus on diversity, applications are strongly encouraged from Indigenous Australians, people from a range of cultural and linguistic backgrounds and people with disabilities. The ABC also aims to achieve a gender-balanced workforce.